GROUP OF ALERTS

 Email with notification about new group of alerts is sent to MAH address with Group ID and its version mentioned in the Email Subject
 List of alerts in group is accessible through the link in the email
 The list only contains new alerts sharing identical characteristics, not all alerts of the MAH

GROUP CLOSURE

 Please note that the list only contains alerts sharing identical characteristics. It is not a full overview of all alerts for concerned MAH
 Alerts sharing identical characteristic are added to the group continuously, email with notification about new alerts added in the group is sent to
MAH address, marked as a new version
 Full updated list of alerts in individual groups is accessible through links in all emails regarding the group

SEARCH PAGE
Type the alert ID

 Search specific alert through ID on the Search page

FILTER PAGE
Group Name

Refresh button

Filter button

 Filter alerts by status, Alert code, Product code, Batch Id and Expiration date – to display the filtered alerts, use the “Filter button”
 Checkbox “Hide processed” filters out alerts with closed investigation and leaves in the list only alerts still requiring feedback
 Please use the “Refresh button” after any change of status of alerts in order to display the updated information

Actual status

 Select concerned alerts through the appropriate checkbox
 After Approval of a change, while the request is being processed the affected checkboxes are inactive






Requested additional information are available through clicking on the alert in the list or in Excel exported data
Choose closure of only selected alerts or all displayed alerts – the total number shown in the text on the buttons
Export data to excel format to access full filterable
Closing an alert with feedback choice different from the previously closed alerts leads to exclusion of the alert from the group and the alert is
removed from the list

 Choose from the feedback options as you would in an alert email

